LABS
Information you can trust.

TRANSFORM YOUR FREIGHT INVOICING

SHIPPERS
DL FREIGHT is a
reconciliation-free invoice and
payment solution that provides
unparalleled transparency into
your supply chain. The system
consolidates and automates the
invoice generation process,
providing an accessible single
source of truth for all transaction
data, thereby creating a unique
level of trust between all
members of the supply chain.

Modern freight networks have evolved into immeasurably
complex structures with multiple parties, customers and
systems that don’t speak to each other. Issues such as
incomplete information, fraud, insuffcient visibility,
overpayments, and manual processes impede the invoicing
process.
DL Freight creates a shared truth between shippers and carriers,
helping to reduce disputes, payment errors and the reliance on
3rd party auditing firms. Manual invoice verification is no longer
required, this notoriously imprecise and tedious task is now
automated and error-free. The results are substantial freight cost
savings and significantly improved shipper-carrier relationships.

Realize the Benefits
Reconciliation free
invoicing

Invoices are created
during transportation.
Upon delivery, the
invoice is completed,
automatically approved
and payment ready.

Dispute reduction

A single source of
verifiable truth is
accessible to shippers
and carriers.

Freight network
visibility

Improved operational
planning

Immediate cost
reduction

Freight network visibility
enables better route
planning, live corrective
actions, and the
optimization of LTL and
FTL planning.

Eliminate data duplication
and receive early-alerts of
missing information.

A reconciliation-free
system doesn’t require 3rd
party freight auditing and
reduces freight spend with
QuickPay integration.

...The biggest improvement for Walmart Canada the reduction of manual work in resolving
disputes. The cost and the waste associated with chasing dispute resolution has come down
dramatically – from 70% to now under 2% ... helping to save millions of dollars in waste.

John Bayliss - SVP Logistics and Supply Chain, Walmart Canada
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Features & Capabilities
Real-time Invoice
Generation
Invoices are created and populated in
real-time, including any accessorial charges
incurred during transportation.

Faster Decision Making

Proof of Delivery
Upon shipment completion, a PoD is
automatically generated and recorded for
validation.

Legacy System
Integration

Instant alerts notify of any potential disruptions, allowing proactive, or in-situation
corrective actions.

Automation

Seamlessly integrate with existing systems,
including TMS and ERP, reducing the reliance
on costly change management.

Business logic and smart contracts enable
the automation of previously manual processes and workflows.

Real-time data access and sharing between
authorized parties allows full transparency
into items such as transport and fuel rates.

Quick Deployment

Audit & Compliance
A permanent record of every transaction and
invoice is stored on the DL Freight system.

Shared Ledger

IoT & Index Integration

Platform integration and deployment within
30 days, regardless of size.

Real-time IoT information and fuel & tax
indices provides impartial shipment data,
easily integrated with BI tools.

DL Freight Workflow

Collaborative rate
agreements

Shipment details
confirmed

Transportation
of goods

Shipment
arrives

Invoice
paid

Line haul rates are agreed
upon between shipper
and carrier prior to
transportation.

After the BoL is
submitted, the invoice is
populated with mutually
agreed, known charges
including line haul rates, fuel
charges and stop charges.

Accessorial charges such
as wait time and layover
are automatically
calculated using IoT and
GPS data as transportation occurs.

Invoice is complete and
includes authorized
information, and proof of
delivery is automatically
recorded for the shipper.

Invoice is completed upon
shipment arrival and
payment is approved from
shipper to carrier.

DLT Labs helps create trust between organizations. Knowing that trust is the currency of good business and the cornerstone
of every successful operation, our platform directly supports the development and sustainability of trusted commercial
partnerships. A key element of our platform, Intercompany Information Exchange (IIE), is a concept we developed to ensure
that accurate information could move easily and securely between organizations that must share the same information to do
business - in real time. We like to refer to ourselves as engineers of commercial trust.
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